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Why are Latin America and Canada so marginal to our understanding of the 
history of science and technology? From the beginning, Latin America's 
rulers have had technocratic tendencies as strong as those of any world re-
gion. In 1 8 2 2 , less than a year after sending his botanist vice-president to Eu-
rope to import a commission of scientific advisors, Simon Bolivar repeated 
Humboldt's famous ascent of Chimborazo in order to gain a bird's-eye view 
of the vast territory he had liberated from Spanish rule. 1 We have ignored 
Latin America's scientific contributions at our own peril. The inhabitants of 
Galveston, Texas , for example, might have appreciated knowing that Jesuit 
meteorologists in U.S.-occupied Cuba had warned of a hurricane heading in 
their direction in September 19Q0. 2 This chapter will examine a 25-year pe-
riod when the skies of the Western Hemisphere, from the Arctic Ocean to 
Cape Horn, became a major concern to the industrial world's most influen-
tial aviators and atmospheric scientists. 
But the main reason for this marginality stems not from the poverty 
of science and technology in these regions, but instead from the poverty of 
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concepts we employ to understand rhe geopolitical ramifications of envi-
ronmental knowledge and technological development. Thanks to a flurry of 
recent scholarship* it is no longer acceptable to dismiss the contribution 
of colonial science and technology to modern history. 1 But except for "white 
settler colonies** like Australia* South Africa, the U.S. . and Canada, histori-
ans have given little attention to science and technology in postcolonial con-
texts. 4 This poverty of research makes it difficult to answer postcolonial 
critics who claim that Western science and technology arc, in essence, tools 
of empire for suhjugating indigenous peoples and knowledge systems to the 
will of the "laboratory state.*** This chapter will introduce the concept of 
neocolonialism to this discussion. 
As an analytical concept, neocolonialism seeks to explain the lasting ex-
ternal dependence of postcolonial states and peoples, as well as the long his-
torical persistence of giohal power structures after formal decolonization. 
Neocolonialism (or " informal e m p i r e / as it is sometimes known), also rep-
resents a particular historical era in the relationship between the Great Pow-
ers and the rest of the world. Neocolonialism has been called **the American 
stage of colonialism** in recognition of the marked tendency o f U.S. interna-
tional relations to take ncocolonial forms, particularly in the Western Hemi-
sphere during the first half of the twentieth century.* Latin American 
historians use this analytical concept with great frequency to make sense of 
challenges to national sovereignty faced by the former colonies of Spain, Por-
tugal, and France since Haiti 's independence in I HIM, and they often refer to 
the period 1 8 7 0 - 1 9 3 0 as l^atin Amcnca*s ncocolonial e p o c h / In contrast, 
Canadian historians seldom use this term, though it may be useful to con-
sider * Americanization,** a long-standing Canadian concern, as a variety of 
neocolonialism/ These considerations all point t o the importance of Latin 
America, Canada, and their relationship to the United States for any general 
understanding of postcolonial science and technology. 
Neocolonialism has several specific historical tendencies. Ncocolonial 
relationships often lacked centralized supervision, much less control, by 
state-level powers. Foreign business and financial interests were often para-
mount in these relationships, though the exchange of education, expertise, 
and technological aid could also play an important role. Typically, local 
elites were critical to the establishment and maintenance of ncocolonial re-
lationships and often profited richly from them. T h e actors involved often 
did not consciously intend to encourage inequality. ( O f course, much the 
same can be said for the haphazard, pragmatic way in which earlier colonial 
relationships developed.) However, few neocolonial theorists have recog-
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nized the ability of locals to play one neocolonial power against another. 
This opportunity makes neocolonialism distinct from formal colonial rule, 
and it potentially provided local actors with substantial "room for maneu-
ver" to avoid external coercion—as the following case study will show. 9 
From the end of World War I to the end of World War II, the airways of 
Latin America and Canada served as a major battleground for neocolonial 
ambitions. U.S. aviation companies won this struggle, largely at the expense 
of German settler enclaves in the Americas. (In the process, "airminded" 
Germans refocused their colonialist ambitions away from South America 
and scientific internationalism toward the lands and airways of Central and 
Eastern Europe—and another World W a r . 1 0 ) Atmospheric science attained 
enormous strategic value in this geopolitical context. A small group o f Scan-
dinavian scientists and their disciples took decisive advantage of this situa-
tion. The "Bergen school " of meteorology used this conflict to conquer an 
entire hemisphere—the Western hemisphere—for a particular approach to 
understanding the atmosphere based on polar front theory and air mass 
analysis. Their triumph led directly to the establishment of new centers of ac-
tion for atmospheric research in North America, as well as the rapid expan-
sion of scientific capabilities in Latin America and the Caribbean, even as it 
marginalized some promising research programs in tropical meteorology. T o 
a lesser extent, this study will explore the following themes: (1) the geopo-
litical ramifications of the migration of European scientists and the forma-
tion of new settler enclaves and research schools in the Americas, (2) the 
influence of less spectacular (and often overlooked) aviation technologies on 
atmospheric science, (3) the potential for science and technology to improve 
the social status of individuals, and (4) the contingent relationships linking 
scientific to technological development. 
In stark contrast to the determinism of most studies of neocolonial en-
gagements, this history will emphasize the variety of outcomes that arose 
from this neocolonial struggle over atmospheric science and aviation tech-
nology in the Americas. German scientists used neocolonial expeditions to 
the Americas to develop the world's leading center for maritime meteorol-
ogy. From the point of view of many practicing meteorologists in the United 
States, their country was forcibly colonized by an unwelcome, "Norwegian" 
science between the wars. Both Norwegian and Canadian meteorologists, on 
the other hand, used polar front theory to assert their scientific autonomy. 
As a result of World War II, Brazil acquired a vast network of modern air-
ports and meteorological observatories; Argentina became a haven for tal-
ented refugee meteorologists from Germany; while parts of Ecuador were 
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forcibly occupied by the United States to enforce its power over the airways 
of the equatorial Pacific. Adherents of the Bergen school working in colonial 
Puerto Rico, meanwhile, discovered that polar front theory had little to teach 
tropical scientists and founded a new discipline: modern tropical meteorology. 
Depending on context, science and technology served as potent tools for ex-
ternal domination as well as for postcolonial liberation. 
In the eyes of most historians, the World Wars and Great Depression 
precipitated crisis, if not collapse, for the Age of Empire. This was not true 
for the atmospheric realm. T h e symbiosis between science, technology, and 
external domination flourished during the Age o f Aviation. Meteorology, 
in many ways, became a neocolonial science between the wars. This only 
becomes clear when its historical development is examined from a global 
perspective. 1 1 
- T R A N S P O R T A T I O N I S C I V I L I Z A T I O N " 
Unlike North Americans, w h o gave birth to the Wright Brothers, Latin 
Americans are often considered laggards when it comes to embracing mod-
ern science and technology. Yet Brazilian aviation enthusiasts will happily 
inform you that their compatriots accomplished an impressive list of •*firsts'* 
using craft of their own design, including the first launch of a paper airship 
before the court of J o 3 o 1 in Lisbon in 17Q9. 1 2 But most innovations in avi-
ation technology and atmospheric science have diffused from Europe and the 
United States to the rest of the Americas. 1 1 These transfers took place with 
extraordinary rapidity and by a remarkable variety of avenues. News of the 
Montgolfier brothers* first balloon flights in France reached Mexico within 
months, helped along by science-oriented newspapers signifying Spanish 
America's Enlightenment. The Gaceta de Mijico reported the flight o f hot-
air balloons—and an occasional aeronaut willing to risk immolation—in five 
Mexican cities in 1785 . That same year, in Concepci6n, Chile, the French ex-
plorer La P£rouse launched the first known balloon in South America as a 
display of French scientific prowess and imperial ambition in the Pacific. Dur-
ing the 1830s and 1840s , self-proclaimed "professors of physics1* launched 
balloons in major cities all over the hemisphere. Some American aeronauts 
used balloons to make scientific observations of the upper atmosphere from 
an early date. Adolfe Theodore, a French-born mulatto, tested the effects of 
altitude on the behavior of birds and the flavor of volatile spirits during an 
early hydrogen balloon flight above Havana in 1 8 3 0 . (He determined that 
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Cuban rum tastes just as good when one approaches the heavenly realm.) 
Latin Americans also embraced airplanes with similar rapidity and flair. In 
November 191 1, two years after a rich playboy from a powerful Mexican 
political family made the inaugural airplane flight in Latin America, M e x -
ico's President Francisco Madero became the first head-of-state in the world 
to fly in an a i rp lane . 1 4 Scientific men like Madero, a Berkeley-trained agron-
omist, would have enthusiastically embraced the motto "Transportation Is 
Civilization." Latin America's postcolonial rulers have long lusted after the 
power, prestige, and progress promised by new technologies, especially rail-
roads. The transportat ion revolution they helped engineer contributed 
mightily to the emergence of a neocolonial order spanning the region after 
1 8 7 0 . 1 5 
But one crucial innovation in aviation technology, particularly where 
meteorology is concerned, diffused from the southern periphery. In 1 8 8 3 , 
after spending a decade extending the scientific reach of the British Empire 
in Oceania , Lawrence Margrave retired from the Sydney Observatory to 
dedicate himself to human flight. In stark contrast to the Wright Brothers 
(whom he influenced), Hargrave was philosophically opposed to propri-
etary research and enthusiastically shared his designs internationally. In 
1893 , he invented the box kite and reported this to the World's Columbian 
Exposition in Chicago. U.S. kite designers immediately began corresponding 
with Hargrave and initiated meteorological observations using kites at Blue 
Hill Observatory near Boston in 1 8 9 4 . The Hargrave kite quickly emerged 
as the preferred instrument platform for systematic observation of the upper 
atmosphere because of its simplicity, durability, stability, superior lifting 
prowess—and lack of patent protection. Their use soon spread to exotic lo-
cations, following the tentacles of empire: to India and the tropical Atlantic 
in 1905 , Samoa and Spitsbergen in 1 9 0 6 , Lapland and Siberia in 1907 , East 
Africa and Java in 1 9 0 8 . Kites remained standard equipment for first-order 
observatories in the United States until 1 9 3 3 . 1 6 
The Second Latin American Scientific Congress in March 1 9 0 1 pro-
vided direct stimulus for the initiation of upper-air meteorology in South 
America. Delegates from eleven Latin American republics celebrated the 
opening o f a new meteorological observatory at Montevideo's Alameda 
Park. Later that year, the observatory's first director, Luis Morandi , began 
making observations using Hargrave's kite designs, albeit with disappoint-
ing results. Meteorologists in Rio de Janeiro and Buenos Aires followed suit 
in 1 9 0 5 and 1 9 1 0 . In 1 9 0 9 , Morandi also became the first Latin American 
to experiment with rubber weather balloons—one year before the Canadian 
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Meteorological Service initiated kite and sounding balloon observations. 
Like kites, sounding balloons carry recording instruments, but they are often 
untethcred and can reach far greater altitudes. Morandi quickly abandoned 
their use when it proved difficult to recover their expensive, imported in-
struments in the sparsely inhabited pampas. He had much better success 
with pilot balloons, a technique to measure the speed and direction of upper-
level winds by tracking expendable balloons with a theodolite (Figure 1). By 
1912 , Morandi had made a total of M launches using German balloons 
when Montevideo's only hydrogen plant closed down and forced him to dis-
continue this line of work—a symbol of the material barriers that have long 
faced Latin Americans working on the cutting edge. 1 
" T H E L A S T F R E E C O N T I N E N T " 
The end of World War I brought the world's first aviation boom to a crash-
ing h a l t Unemployed military pilots and mechanics scattered to the ends of 
the earth to start dozens of airlines, drear Britain, France, Italy, the Nether-
lands—even Switzerland—quickly located outlets for their accumulated ex-
pertise, industrial capacity, and surplus aircraft: either by providing rapid 
transportation and "a i r control** for their overseas empires, o r by sending 
postwar air missions to l*atin America explicitly aimed at diluting the influ-
ence German military missions had acquired before World W a r 1 . 1 8 After 
purchasing 85 French warplanes in 1 9 2 1 , the Brazilian government made a 
half-hearted attempt to centralize its mcccorologtcal service and produce 
aerological forecasts, starting with a kite observatory strategically placed close 
to Brazil's southern border with Argentina and Uruguay. Argentina invited 
military air missions and instituted systematic upper-air surveys of its own 
in order to keep up with its powerful neighbor. 1 '* 
T h e Versailles Treaty closed off most of these options to Germans. Even 
before the end of the war , various economic interests in Germany and im-
migrant groups abroad initiated a conscious reengagement with Latin Amer-
ica, " the Last Free Continent** open to large-scale German investment and 
influence. The new international relationships they formed exhibited classic 
features of neocolonialism: the primacy of economic issues, the ccntrality of 
business interests and settler enclaves, the unbalanced exchange of primary 
materials for high-tech industrial goods, and the lack of formal , centralized 
control. Most significantly for the history of science and technology, experts 
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played a critical role in fostering these relationships, usually by coordinating 
local and external interests . 2 0 
In December 1 9 1 9 , a group of Colombian and Auslandsdeutschen in-
vestors formed the Sociedad Colombo-Alemana de Transportes Aereos. 
SCADTA made its first flight from the coast into the interior on 19 Octo-
ber 1 9 2 0 after the importat ion of two Junkers F -13s—an all-metal, four-
passenger m o n o p l a n e explicit ly designed for German export—and an 
inventive team of pilots and mechanics from Germany. SCADTA's efforts 
received an enormous boost with the arrival o f Peter Paul von Bauer, an am-
bitious, wealthy Austrian scientist with a newly minted Ph.D. and prewar 
map-making experience in the Colombian Amazon. Unlike the meteorolo-
gists described in Deborah Coen's article in this volume, Bauer looked abroad 
for opportunities after the dissolution of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. He 
purchased a controll ing share of S C A D T A and two more F-13s altered to 
specifications suggested by S C A D T A technicians to make them suitable for 
Colombian condit ions . Additional cross-Atlantic financing and technical 
support from Junkers Flugzeugwcrke AG and Deutschen Petroleum A G en-
abled the survival o f this fledgling company. A lucrative air mail subsidy, 
loans for route expansion, and vociferous support from the Colombian gov-
ernment (over repeated French and U.S. protests) turned SCADTA into the 
most successful early airline in the Western Hemisphere . 2 1 Junkers tried to 
duplicate this triumph with aviation missions to the Southern Cone, Cuba, 
Mexico , Venezuela, Brazil, and Bolivia. S C A D T A and Lloyd Aereo Boli-
viano (LAB) together purchased 3 4 F-13s , one-tenth of the total production 
run of this revolutionary aircraft. This entailed the continued use of Junkers 
parts, loans, and technical support, which encouraged, in turn, the purchase 
of later models. German-supported airlines utterly dominated commercial 
air travel in the region during the 1920s (Table 1), converting the German 
city of Dessau (the headquarters of Junkers and the Bauhaus movement) into 
the metropole for Latin American aviation technology. These overseas en-
deavors not only enabled Junkers to survive ruthless postwar competition 
and economic upheavals in Europe, they convinced the Weimar government 
to provide official support to Junkers and Latin American aviation, most no-
tably through the incorporation of Deutsche Luft Hansa ( 1 9 2 6 ) . For Rinke, 
this was a definitive case of the formation of German foreign policy " f rom 
b e l o w . " 2 2 
Science played an important supporting role in these endeavors by 
strengthening the perception that Germany's technological advancement 
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T A B L E I Ownership of Major Latin American Passenger Airlines* 1927-1940 
route miles route miles route mites 
mites flown miles flown mites flown 
1927 1927 1934 1934 1940 1940 
Pan American Airways Corp.* UO 15,000 25,009 6,625,000 41,619 13.801,000 
Other U.S." 412 n.d. 4,608 1.652,000 6,156 2.311,000 
German' 399,000 5 3 3 2 1.338,000 12,890 2.291,000 
Latin American (German equipped)4 0 0 im 576,000 5,16? 1.273,000 
Other Latin American' 0 0 S.-U0 1.242,000 19,809 3,809,000 
British Commonwealth* 0 0 1,700 600,000 5,000 2,300,000 
Dutch* 0 0 0 0 1,982 599,000 
Italian* 0 0 0 0 6,125 590,000 
French" 2.200 35,000 2,900 327,000 0 0 
Total 4,884 449,000 51,549 12,472,000 98,748 26,974,000 
Sources: William A. M. Burden, The Struggle for Airways in Latin America (New York: Council on Foreign Relations, 1 9 4 3 ) , tables 6 , 15 , 5 3 , 
maps 4 , 6-7; R. E. G. Da vies. Airlines of Latin America since 1919 (Washington, DC: Smithsonian University Press, 1984 ) , app. 3 . 
* Pan American Airways, Pan American-Grace Airways, and local subsidiaries: Mexicana, Cubana, Aerovias de Guatemala, Panama, SCADTA/ 
Avianca (after 1931, Colombia), UMCA (Colombia), Panair do Brasil. 
b Local airways owned by resident U.S. citizens: Aeronaves de Mexico, Cia. Aeronautica del Sur (MexJ, LAMS A (MexJ, Pacifico (MexJ, West 
Indian Aerial Express, Caribbean-Atlantic, Faucen (Peru), Condor Peruana. 
c Includes German-owned airlines: Syndicato Condor (Brazil), SEDTA (Ecuador), Lufthansa Sucursal (Peru), Deutsche Lufthansa, and locally 
owned airlines with significant German financial interest, staff, and equipment: SCADTA (until 1931, Colombia), VAR1G (Brazil), LAB (Bolivia). 
4 Locally owned private and government airlines flying German planes: VASP (Brazil), Aeroposta Argentina, LASO (Argentina), LAN-Chile, 
CAUSA (Uruguay). 
* Locally owned private and government airlines: includes 5 Mexican, 2 Brazilian, 1 Panamanian. I Venezuelan, 1 Peruvian, 1 Uruguayan, and 1 
Argentine airlines. 
1 British West Indian Airways and TACA (Central America), an airline owned by a New Zealand-born Canadian WWI veteran. 
* Royal Dutch Air Lines (KLM). 
h LATI and Corporacion (Argentina). 
1 Lignes Latecoere and Air France, 
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stemmed from its scientific prowess. Bauer organized a Scientific Section as 
one of his first acts as SCADTA director. He surreptitiously imported a com-
plete set of aerial photographic equipment from Germany and immediately 
set his staff to mapping local air routes. In 1 9 2 3 , S C A D T A offered its serv-
ices to the Swiss scientific mission surveying the Colombia-Venezuela bor-
der. This generated enormous goodwill among nationalist Colombian 
officials who later granted lucrative concessions to map the Panamanian 
border and vast Colombian Amazon. H i e Venezuelan state, in turn, bought 
its first civilian airplane, a Junkers W - 3 4 , to d o its own cartographic work 
on the Colombian border . ' 1 
Meanwhile, meteorologists based at the Deutsche Scewarte (German 
Marine Observatory) in Hamburg coordinated a vast research project to aid 
German trade with the Americas. T w o giants of German environmental sci-
ence, Wladimir Koppen and Alfred Wegener, hatched a plan during the clos-
ing days of the Great War to equip German merchant vessels for observing 
upper-level weather conditions in the shipping lanes of the Atlantic. This 
served Koppen%s long-standing goal to develop a three-dimensional typology 
of the world's climatological zones. Wegener directed the first Deutsche 
Seewarte meteorological expedition to the Gulf of Mexico in spring 1 9 2 2 — 
just in time for Junkers's aviation missions to Cuba and M e x i c o . 2 4 
Jose Carlos Millas, the energetic hurricane expert w h o directed the 
Cuban National Observatory, was impressed when Wegener made the first 
pilot balloon soundings ever performed in Havana. This provided a far more 
direct method for keeping track of upper-air currents than the nephoscopes 
Cuban meteorologists had been using since the early 1880s to follow cloud 
movements. In 1925 , Millas approached the U.S. Weather Bureau, "the best 
Meteorological Service in the world,** for help. T h e head of the U.S. Weather 
Bureau provided apparatus and several U.S. publications on aerological me-
teorology. On 2 6 January 1 9 2 6 , after receiving further practical advice from 
British meteorologists in Jamaica , the Havana observatory initiated daily 
pilot balloon observations, to great public acclaim, and began exchanging 
them with Kingston during the subsequent hurricane season (Figure 1). Fol-
lowing the lead set by his predecessors, Millas immediately began using this 
data to hone his theories regarding hurricane structure and movement. 2 5 1 
In 1925 , SCADTA finally received grudging permission from U.S. offi-
cials to fly across the Panama Canal Zone , the centerpiece of the United 
States 1 neocolonial empire in the Caribbean. With financial support from the 
Colombian government and the Condor Syndikat, a new German company 
founded to promote Latin American aviation, Peter Paul von Bauer began 
184 
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F I c, i) R i 1 Upper-air observations at the Cuban National Observatory, Havana 
1926. Top: Filling. A rubber pilot balloon filled with hydrogen must be carefully 
weighed to assure an accurate ascent rate. This apparatus was donated by the U.S. 
Weather Bureau. Middle: Tracking. Theodolite used to track an ascending pilot 
balloon. Note retractable, uhurricanc-proof" cover. Bottom: Analysis. Cuba's first 
team of aerological observers, Jose Santiago (left) and Gustavo Castillo (right), 
plotting a pilot balloon trajectory for deriving upper-level wind speed and 
direction. In Boletin del Ohservatario National (Havana) 22, no. 1 (1926). 
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implementing his long-standing plan to establish the first airline connecting 
South America and the United States. T h e Deutsche Sccwarte again pro-
vided timely scientific support. During its fifth expedition to Latin America, 
German meteorologists established contact with S C A D T A and began ar-
ranging to use its planes to survey atmospheric conditions above the south-
em Caribbean. A sixth expedition arrived in Colombia in June 1925 and 
stayed for five weeks. In the course o f seven survey flights, Walter Georgii 
and his assistant Heinrich Seilkopf made the most extensive aerological in-
vestigation of the tropical atmosphere that had ever been made in the Amer-
icas. In addition, they provided a crash meteorological course to SCADTA's 
pilots. After leaving Colombia, they made a double transect by ship along 
the Central American coast all the way to Guatemala and made a valuable 
discovery: a persistent line where upper-level winds abruptly shift direction 
during the summer in the western Caribbean: a "cyclonic shear zone. 1 1 These 
observations paved the way for SCADTA*s celebrated flight from Colom-
bia, through Central America and C u b a , to Florida in August-September 
1 9 2 5 . 2 6 
Together, these 1925 expeditions exercised a major influence on the re-
lationship between aviation, atmospheric science, and neocolonialism in the 
Western Hemisphere. Despite tentative support from U.S. Department of 
Commerce officials, Bauer failed to obtain landing rights in the United States 
for a regular trans-Caribbean service. Following a well-established pattern, 
the U.S. War Department portrayed S C A D T A *s Germanic ties as a violation 
of the Monroe Doctrine and a major threat to the Panama Canal ; they re-
fused to tolerate any "Pan-American" airline in the Caribbean that was not 
under total U.S. contro l . 2 7 German aviation interests and the Deutsche See-
warte gave in to this reality and shifted their focus away from the Caribbean. 
From 1922 to 1 9 3 0 , the Deutsche Seewarte completed ten meteorological 
expeditions to Latin America, five to West Africa* and several more to the 
North Atlantic (Figure 2 ) , and played an important role in the celebrated 
1 9 2 5 - 1 9 2 7 Meteor expedition to the South Atlantic. (Wegener died on an 
expedition to the Danish colony Greenland.) Their work paved the way for 
new German airlines on the eastern coast of South America and for the first 
trans-Atlantic flights by catapult mail planes and the Graf ZeppelinP Fol-
lowing their lead, Argentine aviation boosters with colonial aspirations in 
Antarctica planned a meteorological expedition to the South Pole for the end 
of 1 9 2 6 . But the German hydroplane slated to fly meteorological instru-
ments above the southern continent crashed before it arrived in Argentina 
and quashed these ambit ions, 2 9 
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FI c ; U R E 2 Meteorological Research Voyages by the German Oceanographic 
Observatory, 1922-1928, Gulf of Mexico (Azores, Cuba, Mexico, U.S., 3 trips, 
1922-23), Atlantic South America (Canary IsM Brazil, Uruguay, Argentina, 3 trips, 
1924-25, 1927-28) , Caribbean Sea (Trinidad, Venezuela, Curasao, Colombia, 
Panama, Costa Rica, Nicaragua, Honduras, Guatemala, Haiti, 3 trips, 1924-25, 
1927), West Africa (Canary Is., Liberia, Sierra Leone, Portuguese Guinea, French 
West Africa, Gambia, 2 trips, 1928), New York (1 trip, 1928), Iceland/Greenland 
(3 trips, 1926-28) . Not shown: Meteor expedition to the equatorial and southern 
Atlantic (1925-27) . Photo: 1931, courtesy of Bundesamt fiir Seeschiffahrt und 
Hydrographie, Hamburg. 
Germany's interest in the airways of the Western Hemisphere laid foun-
dations for a major change in German meteorological practice, largely 
through the efforts of Heinrich Seilkopf and his disciples. After completing 
his habilitation thesis on the Deutsche Seewarte's first six meteorological 
voyages to the Americas, Seilkopf became a standard fixture on important 
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German flights, including two inaugural voyages hy the tlraf Zeppelin to 
Brazil in 1 9 3 1 . Meanwhi le , he oversaw the marked expansion of the 
Deutsche Seewartc's maritime meteorological staff and network of ship-
borne aerological observers in the Atlantic Basin. Most significantly, a group 
of young meteorologists under Se i lkopfs supervision developed a powerful 
new forecasting technique keyed on changes in the topography of baromet-
ric pressure in the upper atmosphere revealed by these maritime surveys. In 
1940 , these " i sobar ic " techniques supplanted " N o r w e g i a n " air-mass analy-
sis as the preferred tool used by the Reichswetterdienst to direct the Luft-
waffe's long-range bombing campaigns . 1 0 Thus, neocolonial meteorology not 
only increased German prestige—and deadly force—abroad, it influenced 
the basic content of the "exac t sciences*" back h o m e . 1 1 By appropriating the 
weather in the Atlantic Basin, the Deutsche Seewarte transformed itself into 
the world's unrivaled center for maritime meteorology. 
As with so many aspects of international affairs, the United States was 
late to join this struggle, but it made a decisive impact once it did. Rather 
than sending atmospheric scientists as its advance guard, the U.S. War De-
partment sent military fliers. In response to S C A D T A \ 1 9 2 5 tr ip, on 2 2 
December 1 9 2 6 , five Loening hydroplanes crossed the R i o Grande for a 
grand tour that touched down in every Latin American republic. This "Pan 
American Good Will Flight** sought to generate publicity, to survey poten-
tial commercial routes, and, internal documents reveal, to counter "alien 1 1 
aerial activity in the region. T h e result was a public relations disaster. U.S. 
marines had directly intervened in the affairs of nine I.atin American states 
since 1 9 1 9 , and locals clearly detected the "military character** of the flight. 
Army Air Force fliers met a frosty reception in many locations. T o make 
matters worse, their planes broke down repeatedly, and two pilots died in 
Argentina after two Loenings collided in flight—hardly a strong showing of 
technological prowess . 1 2 
This perception changed overnight in 1927 when Charles Lindbergh, 
" the Columbus of the Air , " piloted The Spirit of St. Louts non-stop from 
New York to Paris. Six months after Lindberghs historic flight, he made a 
complete circuit around the Caribbean timed to inaugurate the Sixth Pan 
American Conference in Havana and Pan American Airways* new passenger 
service from Key West to H a v a n a . 1 ' Through a lucrative $ 2 per mile subsidy, 
the U.S. Postal Service ensured that a single U.S.-controllcd airline acquired 
a virtual monopoly over North-South air service in the Americas. Pan Amer-
ican Airways used this enormous political and financial leverage to purchase 
the latest U.S. aircraft and to buy up a long list o f regional airlines. At the 
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nadir of the Great Depression, Peter Paul von Bauer reluctantly sold 8 4 per-
cent of SCADTA's shares to Pan American Airways. This brought an end 
to SCADTA's special relationship with Junkers Flugzeugwerke and turned 
SCADTA into a consumer of second-hand U.S. aircraft. But Pan American 
shrewdly retained SCADTA's German staff and profited from their long ex-
perience, their contractual obligation to work at a much lower pay scale than 
U.S. employees, and their utility in obscuring this northern takeover from 
Colombian nationalists. As Table 1 shows, by 1934 Pan American Airways 
and its subsidiaries had became as large as the rest of the region's commer-
cial airlines put together. Profits from Latin America, in turn, enabled Pan 
American to offset enormous operating losses accrued by its pioneering East-
West transoceanic routes during the late 1 9 3 0 s . 3 4 
Science played a role in the meteoric rise of Pan American Airways. It 
immediately stood to benefit from the new pilot balloon observatory in Ha-
vana, and its partner in flight along the Pacific Coast, W . R. Grace &c Co. , 
already had experience reporting maritime observations from Grace Lines 
ships meant to keep track of El N i n o . 3 5 But instead of depending on existing 
scientific institutions in the region, Pan American Airways preferred to or-
ganize its own, private meteorological network. By 1 9 3 3 , its subsidiary 
Mexicana had come to operate twelve pilot balloon observatories and five 
radio stations issuing weather reports at Mexican airports. Pan American 
Airways also used science to generate publicity. In 1 9 2 9 , Lindbergh made a 
five-day photographic survey of lowland Mesoamerica in search of remote 
Mayan ruins in a Pan American hydroplane. Most significantly, Pan Amer-
ican meteorologists aggressively applied "standard high-latitude methods of 
frontal analysis" to tropical weather, particularly in the zone of equatorial 
wind convergence, a phenomenon christened by Norwegian meteorologists 
as the "inter-tropical f r o n t . " 3 6 
Latin American politicians, businessmen, and soldiers made their own 
mark on this ncocolonial struggle. Local capitalists founded dozens of small, 
regional airlines, and even rabid nationalists had good reasons for embrac-
ing aviation. Better transportation promised increased trade and greater 
local incomes (even if a tiny elite got the lion's share). Like railroads for pre-
vious generations, airplanes represented the cutting edge of modern tech-
nology and potent symbols of progress. Thus, Brazil's nationalist president 
Getulio Vargas saw fit to spend US$1 million to build a terminal outside 
Rio to receive German dirigibles in 1 9 3 6 , only to close it a year later in the 
wake of the Hindenburg disaster. Vargas also used a German hydroplane to 
fly around Brazil campaigning for political support, an eventual key to his 
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transformation into Brazil's definitive populist politician. Economic nation-
alists made sure these flying enclaves were not isolated from their host soci-
eties. Mexico , Brazil, and Chile led a trend requiring foreign airlines to 
employ local ground crews and administrators, train citizen pilots and me-
chanics, and maintain a level of national ownership. Even more than rail-
roads, airplanes held enormous strategic importance for I.atin America's 
rulers, since they provided a rapid, effective means to integrate national ter-
ritory under a single, centralized power. (In the eyes of some critics, this en-
abled a potent form of internal colonialism by postcolonial governments.) 
T o this end, the Peruvian, Chilean, and Brazilian militaries established their 
own airlines to serve regions either too remote or too important to leave to 
private companies. Argentina and Venezuela, meanwhile, took advantage of 
the Great Depression by taking control of routes and equipment orphaned 
by the bankruptcy of another contributor to this struggle, the French firm 
Aeropostale.* 7 
Meanwhile, the growth of Latin American aviation indirectly exacer-
bated the gulf in technological innovation and industrial productivity sepa-
rating the United States from its neighbors. During the mid- 1930s , vigorous 
competition between U.S. airlines for the fastest, most efficient planes pro-
pelled a revolution in aerodynamic design. This revolution was led by the 
famous DC-serics of aircraft, a product of close collaboration between hy-
drodynamic physicists at Cal Tech, airframe engineers at Douglas Aircraft 
in Santa Monica, California, and Transcontinental and Western Airlines 
(TWA). By the end of 1 9 4 1 , 2 6 0 of 3 2 2 scheduled airliners flying in the 
United States were DC-3s . T o support this spending spree, U.S. airlines sold 
their obsolete aircraft abroad. This enabled Latin American airlines to ex-
pand their fleets while freeing the U.S. aviation industry to "push the enve-
lope n technologically. In this way, "exports saved the air industry** in the 
United States during the Great Depress ion . u 
German manufacturers could no longer compete on these terms. In-
stead, as an explicit part of National Socialist trade policy, Junkers offered 
slow but rugged J U - 5 2 tri-motors and other craft at lower prices and much 
better repayment terms than its U.S. competitors. Deutsche Lufthansa's 
Brazilian subsidiary, Syndicate) Condor, sweetened the deal by offering con-
venient servicing at shops in Rio and Buenos Aires. Meanwhile , Focke-Wulf 
arranged to open local assembly plants in Brazil and Argentina, thus sup-
porting the beginnings of import-substituting industrialization. In Brazil, the 
most competitive market in I.atin America, German aircraft maintained their 
numerical edge until World War II. Many expert observers, dazzled by U.S. 
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technological superiority, irrationally dismissed this inability to vanquish 
German aviation as a sign of Latin America's backwardness. Preference for 
German aircraft actually represented a shrewd strategy of postcolonial de-
velopment on the cheap . 3 9 
These circumstances directly influenced atmospheric science. South Amer-
ican meteorologists, led by Argentina and Brazil, began organizing them-
selves internationally to keep up with the rapid expansion of commercial 
aviation during the 1930s . They looked for leadership to the International 
Meteorological Organization (IMO) based in Europe, as they established 
shortwave radiotelegraph networks to broadcast weather bulletins long dis-
tance and altered local observation practices to comply with I M O standards. 
This often meant looking to Germany for instruments and assistance. Pilot 
balloon observers were asked to coordinate their work with IMO Aerolog-
ical Commission headquarters in Berlin. In December 1938 , the Argentine 
Meteorological Service sent its master barometer (Wild-Fuess no. 1 0 0 7 5 1 ) 
for calibration with official instruments in Berlin. Representatives at the 
Montevideo meteorological conference held the following February then re-
solved to calibrate most weather service barometers in South America with 
this Argentine instrument. T o reinforce these international relationships, 
the Deutsche Seewarte permanently stationed German meteorologists at Syn-
dicato Condor headquarters in Rio de Janeiro in 1 9 3 5 and the Argentine 
Meteorological Service in 1938 and distributed its synoptic maps, free of 
charge, to all South American meteorological services. 4 0 Few South Ameri-
can meteorologists shared Jose Carlos Millas's lofty opinion of atmospheric 
science in the United States. Nevertheless, technology provided an entry 
point for U.S. influence: conference organizers asked the instrument division 
of Bendix Aviation, a long-time supplier to the U.S. Navy and Weather Bu-
reau, to send an engineer to Montevideo to demonstrate radiosonde, the lat-
est technique for sounding the upper atmosphere. 4 1 This was a portent of 
things to come. 
T H E C O L O N I Z A T I O N O F N O R T H A M E R I C A N 
M E T E O R O L O G Y 
Scandinavian science has long had imperial ambitions, particularly in the 
A r c t i c 4 2 During World W a r I, Norwegian geophysicist Vilhelm Bjerknes 
originated the concept of an ever-undulating "polar front" demarcating 
the violent collision between cold and warm air masses. He hoped to use this 
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concept to found a new, imperial form of meteorology based on hydrody-
namic physics. Ideally, his home institution, the Bergen Geofysisk Institut— 
itself an expression of Norwegian scientific independence from 
Sweden—would become an "international central* charged with analyzing 
"the general weather conditions of the whole northern hemisphere."A* But 
imperial rivalries prevented Vilhelm Bjerknes from accomplishing this hemi-
spheric vision. Nevertheless, scientific apostles originally trained by Bjerknes 
at Bergen did succeed at colonizing an entire hemisphere for this "Norwe-
gian schooP of meteorology—the Western Hemisphere. This breakthrough 
represents one of the most dramatic geographical expansions of a research 
school in the history of science and underscores the importance of students 
to the success of a research school. Unfortunately, the literature on research 
schools has given little attention to their geographical propagation, due to its 
preoccupation with founding personalities and training institutions/* 1 
Vilhelm Bjerknes*s ambitions shifted decisively west toward North 
America during the 1920s . In 1 9 2 4 , he and his son J a c o b visited U.S. 
Weather Bureau headquarters in Washington. Vilhelm put his son to work 
analyzing working charts in order to determine if polar front theory was ap-
plicable to North American conditions. Jacob tentatively concluded that it 
was, but needed more aerological data to be sure. In 1 9 2 6 , the Swedish-
American Foundation paid another disciple, Carl-Gust at Rossby, to spend a 
year at the U.S. Weather Bureau continuing this task. Rossby confidently at-
tacked the most complicated U.S. weather maps and "furnished conclusive 
evidence that the polar front t h e o r y . . . enables us to explain phenomena 
which" otherwise "would hardly be understood.**4* Cash-strapped Weather 
Bureau officials were less than enthusiastic about Rossby's bold recommen-
dation to overhaul the U.S. observation network to produce high-quality 
aerological data for air mass analysis. The Guggenheim Fund for the Pro-
motion of Aeronautics, on the other hand, embraced this gospel and hired 
Rossby to develop an experimental "airway weather service" in California 
and establish a meteorology program at M I T . Ever the empire builder, 
Rossby imported Jacob Bjerknes, Sverre Petterssen, and Jorgen Holmboe to 
teach courses in the United States. Rossby and an occasional U.S. convert 
also made pilgrimages back to Norway to keep abreast o f advances in 
Bergen-school techniques. 4 6 
Aviation thus provided a beachhead for the colonization of the U.S. me-
teorological profession by Scandinavian science. In 1935—the same year 
the German Weather Service autocratically imposed "Norwegian" air mass 
analysis on its forecasters—three of Rossby's American students were hired 
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to inculcate these techniques at the U.S. Weather Bureau. 4 7 In 1 9 3 8 , one 
of the original U.S. converts to the Bergen school, U.S. Navy aerologist 
F. W. Reichelderfer, was appointed head of the U.S. Weather Bureau and 
hired Rossby as his assistant chief. As Roger Turner shows elsewhere in this 
volume, they used these positions to wage a successful campaign to trans-
form U.S. meteorological culture along Nordic lines. 4 8 An essential element 
in the long-term success of a research school lies in its ability to conquer 
other scientific communities. 
In July 1 9 3 9 , J a c o b Bjerknes and his wife Hedvig left Norway for an-
other extended tour of meteorological institutions in Canada and the United 
States. 4 9 It is highly significant that Jacob Bjerknes headed first to Canada. 
This vast country makes for a fascinating comparison with Latin America 
because in many ways it was still asserting its independence. After the car-
nage of World W a r I, autonomy from British foreign policy became the 
"linchpin" of Canadian national politics. Meanwhile, the Canadian econ-
omy was becoming far more dependent on the United States. Like Latin 
America, Canada experienced an economic boom during the 1920s based on 
the export of primary materials, particularly paper and metals produced 
on its northern frontier. Except for automobile assembly plants established 
by U.S. companies to evade imperial tariffs, Canadian industry fell into de-
cline. Even during the height of the 1920s boom, lack of high-paying jobs, 
particularly in research and development, encouraged a brain drain across 
the U.S. border. Winnipeg was devastated when the Panama Canal, the most 
obvious symbol of U.S. neocolonialism in the Americas, diverted trade from 
Canada's celebrated transcontinental railways. Nevertheless, Presidents 
Coolidge and Hoover virtually ignored Canada, in stark contrast to the at-
tention they lavished on Latin America. This was widely resented by Cana-
dians, who also began to express concern about the impact of American film 
and radio on Canadian national culture. Even though criticism was muted, 
U.S. neocolonialism was a genuine threat to Canada . 5 0 
The same can be said regarding U.S. influence over Canadian meteorol-
ogy and aviation. Once the British Empire's Magnetic Crusade exhausted it-
self in the 1 8 5 0 s , the development of meteorology in Canada became closely 
tied to the United States. Early Canadian observers reported to the Smith-
sonian, then to the U.S. Army Signal Corps' weather telegraphy network. 
For many years, Toronto 's central observatory depended on Washington to 
provide instruments and relay data from western Canada. Circa 1 9 3 9 , more 
Canadian meteorologists belonged to the American Meteorological Society 
than to its much older British counterpart. Commercial aviation, in contrast, 
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got its start with a multitude of tiny, independent .whites, often staffed by 
Canadian World War I veterans, who transported mail, payroll, and fire 
spotters beyond the reach of railways. These services played an important 
role in promoting export-led growth during the 1920s , stoking the fear that 
U.S. companies might try to move in to take advantage. In 1930 , the in-
creasingly independent Canadian Meteorological Service organized its first 
pilot balloon network to serve the growing list of Can.uljan airlines. This 
came to an abrupt halt in 1912 when the C treat Depression compelled the 
Canadian government to cancel air mail subsidies as a cost cutting measure. 
This nearly grounded commercial aviation in C a n a d a / 1 
Lack of demand lor acrological forecasts enabled a handful of Canadi-
ans, led by tropical meteorologist Andrew Thomson, to travel to Bergen at 
their own expense and learn " the latest mcthinis in meteorology.- Upon re-
turning home, they began attempting air mass analysis. This required a great 
deal of trial and error as they developed new mapping techniques and an in-
tuitive " fee l" for the behavior of Canadian air masses, thus displaying the 
sort of local innovation that typically accompanies successful diffusion of 
scientific techniques. In 1 9 3 3 , Thomson established a graduate program in 
meteorology at the University of Toronto. Jacob Bjerknes and Sverrc Pct-
terssen both journeyed to Toronto for extended periods in the mid- 1930s to 
help out their new converts. Meanwhile . I an.ulian and Irish politicians 
made an alliance with British Imperial Airways to forestall any attempt by 
Pan American Airways to dominate trans-Atlantic air service. This led to 
the creation of Trans-Canada Air lanes (TC A J—and to the importation of a 
fleet of Lockheed Klectras and a team of former United Airlines executives 
from the United States to run the service. But thanks to Thomson's efforts, 
Canada did not have to import meteorologists to fill the new positions this 
demanded. Canadian scientists triumphantly produced forecasts using 
Bergen school techniques for the first experimental flights across the far 
northern Atlantic in 1935 . By 1 9 3 9 . 34 of the 51 practicing meteorologists 
in Canada and Newfoundland had been trained by Thomson's program, 
nearly all of whom were employed by the Air Services Branch of the Do-
minion of Canada. 5 2 
Jacob Bjerknes spent the month of August 1 9 * 9 lecturing at the Cana-
dian Meteorological Office in Toronto , this series culminated with an un-
precedented joint meeting of the Royal and American Meteorological 
Societies. Visiting dignitaries witnessed the official inauguration of the Cana-
dian Branch of the R M S . the first autonomous branch to be organized in a 
British overseas dependency. Tire presence of a formidable line-up of Scan-
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dinavian scientists and their acolytes let everyone know how this long-
anticipated event had come to pass (Figure 3 ) . In fact, those in attendance 
could not avoid expressing a sense of ownership over these men: "I cannot 
regard Dr. Bjerknes as a Norwegian," declared one professor from the 
Imperial College of Science and Technology in London, "he is to me an in-
ternational inst i tut ion. " 5 3 
These dignified ceremonies were followed up by serious atmospheric sci-
ence, most notably during an all-day seminar on extra-tropical cyclone de-
velopment led by Bergen school scientists. This seminar not only revealed how 
closely knit the Bergen school continued to be, it also showed how far its 
techniques had advanced. Those in attendance were honored with a detailed 
discussion of arguably the most significant advance in theoretical meteorol-
ogy of the century: Rossby's derivation of his famous equation describing the 
propagation of large-scale atmospheric waves. 5 4 This meeting could not have 
confirmed more clearly the Bergen school's conquest of Canadian meteorol-
ogy. Only one afternoon session granted significant time to scientists who 
were not declared adherents of the Bergen program. Canada's embrace of 
the "Norwegian Schoo l " during the 1930s thus helped it achieve scientific 
autonomy from both Great Britain and the United States . 5 5 
Unfortunately, the warm internationalist sentiments expressed at this 
reunion quickly faded. Germany invaded Poland two days after the meet-
ing ended. 
It is inaccurate to say that Scandinavian scientists were "stranded" in the 
United States by the outbreak of war, as is sometimes claimed. Several re-
turned to F.uropc soon after, perhaps to their later regret. The United States 
had numerous attractions for those who remained. Most importantly, the 
core of this group had become highly dependent on each other for advances 
in their research. Rossby was able to derive his celebrated wave equation 
thanks to J a c o b Bjcrknes's progress in understanding upper-level conditions 
during "front-bui lding." Bjerknes, in turn, had come to rely heavily on 
radiosonde observations, a new aerological technique using radio commu-
nication to transmit atmospheric conditions from a weather balloon to the 
ground. In Europe, this required delicate international coordination by the 
IMO Aerological Commission office in Berlin in the face of deteriorating po-
litical circumstances. The U.S. Weather Bureau, meanwhile, was well on its 
way toward converting its vast network to radiosonde; aerological observa-
tions on the scale of F'urope's vast "experiment" of December 1937 were not 
far from becoming a daily occurrence in the United States . 5 6 North America 
also presented abundant opportunities for scientific leadership. In 1 9 3 6 , the 
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patriarch of Norwegian oceanography, Bjorn Helland-Hansen, had arranged 
for Harald Sverdrup to become director of the Scripps Institution of Ocean-
ography (SIO) . This established a firm beachhead for the Bergen school on 
the Pacific coast . Like Rossby before him, Sverdrup seized this opportunity 
to leave Norway for a position where he could "plan and have an influence 
on others 1 w o r k " rather than live under the shadow of the founders of the 
Bergen school—in spite of the intense homesickness this caused him and 
his w i f e . 5 7 
With Europe so unsettled, a competit ion ensued to see where J a c o b 
Bjerknes would land, establishing one of the world's centers for meteoro-
logical research in the process. AH of this was well underway before a fleet 
of Junkers J U - 5 2 hydroplanes led the German invasion of Norway on 9 
April 1 9 4 0 and ended its reign as the headquarters of the Bergen school . 5 8 
Attracted by Sverdrup's presence, Bjerknes soon settled on the University of 
California's southern branch in the city of Los Angeles, one of the world's 
emerging centers for scientific and technological research and its largest pro-
ducer of a i r c r a f t . 5 9 Bjerknes enthusiastically embraced the scientific chal-
lenges posed by Pacific Coast meteorology, helped along by timely U.S. 
Weather Bureau grants to study "typical frontal and air mass patterns over 
the Pacific, with particular reference to . . , the general circulation . . . and 
flood-producing rains in C a l i f o r n i a . " 6 0 But he held out signing a contract 
until he negotiated the hire of meteorologist Jorgen Holmboe, a long-time 
Bergen col league. H o l m b o e , in turn, extracted a promise from Bjerknes 
to settle permanently in Los Angeles. Like so many settler colonists, these 
Scandinavians ultimately preferred to live where they already had friends 
from the home country. Pull factors far outweighed push factors in bringing 
them to the United S ta tes . 6 1 
But these men had little time for research, as they became consumed 
with planning and providing hands-on "Education and Training in Meteo-
rology for the Armed Forces . " Sverdrup, in fact, spent far more time than he 
intended teaching oceanography to U C L A meteorology students—to the 
lasting benefit o f the meteorology profession—when "remote hearsay" re-
garding supposed German sympathies delayed his security clearance for 
wartime r e s e a r c h . 6 2 As Roger Turner explains elsewhere in this volume, 
these efforts completed the colonization of North America by Scandinavian 
geophysical science: During the course o f the war, 1 ,400 students at U C L A 
and S I O , 3 7 5 students in Canada, hundreds of practicing Weather Bureau 
scientists, and thousands of students attached to the British Commonwealth 
and U.S. armed forces received " a d v a n c e d " training at programs run by 
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disciples of the Bergen school . * 1 These educational programs provided a 
launching point for the spread o f polar front theory to the rest o f the West-
ern Hemisphere. 
N O R D I C S C I E N C E I N V A D E S T H E T R O P I C S 
The westward shift of the "Norwegian S c h o o l " changed its geographical 
perspective- The leaders of the Bergen school could not forget events in Eu-
rope, of course. Through a long-time O r m a n friends J a c o b Bjerknes worked 
to assure good treatment for his father and to prevent the execution of a 
Bergen meteorologist accused o f espionage in (krrman-occupied Norway. 6 4 
Sverdrup provided jobs for refugee scientists such as Wladyslaw tiorczynski, 
a prominent Polish climatologist with years o f experience directing solar ra-
diation research in the tropics, even though Sverdrup. reflecting the Bergen 
school's biases, had "wo intention whatsoever to add climatology to the sub-
jects under investigation at the Scripps Institution.**** With European scien-
tific channels closed off, these Scandinavian expatriates began turning their 
gaze south toward Latin America. 
A major international scientific event helped inspire this shift. In May 
1940 , a vast contingent of Latin American scientists and diplomats descended 
on Washington, D . C , for the Eighth American Scientific Congress , the most 
recent in a series dating back t o Buenos Aires in 1 8 9 8 and Montevideo in 
1 9 0 1 . President Franklin Roosevelt set the tone with an important statement 
o f U.S. policy regarding hemispheric unity: " T h e annihilation of time and 
space" by "planes and b o m b s " meant that "every acre—every hectare—of 
the Americas" was in danger. " I am a pacifist ," Roosevelt declared, making 
reference to his Good Neighbor Policy rejecting U.S. military intervention 
and embracing bilateral collaboration in the Americas. " Y o u , my fellow cit-
izens o f twenty-one American Republics are pacifists. But I b e l i e v e . . . you 
and I . . . will act together to protect and defend by every means our science, 
our culture, our freedom and our civilization." A parade o f l.attn American 
spokesmen echoed Roosevelt's "Messianic words" affirming the "duty of 
science" to make "Pan Americanism . . . a living and tangible t h i n g . " 6 6 
About 125 people attended the meteorological session of the Congress, 
though only one Latin American meteorologist read his own paper of the 36 
submitted to the session. Th e Chief of the Mexican Meteorological Service 
impressed everyone with his report detailing M e x i c o ' s upper-air weather 
observatories and radio network , all modeled on U.S. W e a t h e r Bureau 
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operat ions. 6 7 T h e American Meteorological Society made sure this meeting 
had a broad impact by distributing its published proceedings as a supple-
ment to the A M S Bulletin. At the urging of Argentina's chief meteorologist 
Alfredo Galmarini , the foremost proponent of scientific internationalism 
among South American atmospheric scientists, the A M S Council took a fur-
ther step: In 1 9 4 1 , it decided the "Society should fulfill its true hemispheri-
cal nature by publishing parts of its BULLETIN in Spanish as well as English" 
in order to encourage "greater interchange of ideas and closer personal re-
lations between Spanish, Portuguese and English speaking Americans." This 
ran counter to well-established plans to publish "an Inter-American review 
of meteorology" edited by Galmarini's Uruguayan rival, Luis Morandi—and 
it was likely intended by Galmarini to counter-balance German influence in 
Argentine sc ience . 6 8 
This incident hints at far deeper conflicts dividing the region, many fo-
cused on air power, Bolivia had just lost its protracted " C h a c o W a r " with 
Paraguay, notwithstanding the contribution of LAB's growing fleet of 
Junkers aircraft. In 1 9 3 8 , Brazil fired off a salvo of threats after learning that 
the U.S. Army had made a secret arrangement to re-staff Argentina's flight-
training program after Germany pulled out. And in 1 9 4 1 , a coordinated 
blitzkrieg offensive by Peru seized a vast portion of Ecuador's Amazonian 
frontier. N o t only were South America's militaries mutual enemies, they 
were internally fractured into pro-French, German, and U.S. cliques. The sit-
uation became so tense that Panair do Brasil's chief executive was hauled be-
fore a military tribunal for German espionage in 1 9 4 2 . 6 9 
Aviation technology and atmospheric science both played critical roles 
in achieving a semblance of hemispheric political unity during World W a r II. 
As we have seen, German science and industry exercised substantial influ-
ence over aviation and meteorology in South America, mainly because o f re-
lationships established during the 1920s long before the National Socialists 
seized power. But U.S. observers, as a reflection of their own ncocolonial as-
pirations, self-servingly interpreted these relationships as evidence of a "Nazi 
imperialist drive to dominate South American a i r l ines . " 7 0 
An ill-timed request by Deutsche Lufthansa's Ecuadorian subsidiary to 
initiate service to the Galapagos, together with Nelson Rockefeller's influ-
ential report calling for the "economic defense" of the Americas, triggered 
an aggressive U.S. campaign to eliminate even the weakest German ties to 
Latin American aviation. On 8 June 1 9 4 0 , under intense pressure, Pan 
American Airways summarily fired 8 0 pilots, mechanics, and administrators 
from S C A D T A — s o m e with over one million hours of flight experience. 
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Many German- and Austrian-born employees had formed local families 
and taken Colombian citizenship, including Peter Paul von Bauer, who re-
putedly did so as a reaction against Na/i overtures. Some ended up among 
the 4 ,058 Germans, 2 .264 Japanese, 25K Italians—and not a few Jews and 
communists—who were deported from 1 ami America to U.S. prison camps 
for the duration of the war. In 1 9 4 1 . the Peruvian, Bolivian, and Ecuadorian 
governments expropriated local German airlines, to the direct benefit of Pan 
American-Grace Airways (Panagra) which immediately took over their routes. 
Los Angeles manufacturers also benefited from "de-Gcrmanification." With 
help from an $8 million U.S. program, several airlines acquired fleets of new 
Lockheed planes to replace old Junkers aircraft. But nationalists in the 
Brazilian military, fearful of the growing strength of Pan American Airways, 
stubbornly resisted U.S. efforts to close down Syndicate) Condor . After years 
of collaborating with Germany on development issues, Gctiilio Vargas even-
tually gave way to U.S. pressure, though only after finalizing arrangements 
for building a string of air bases through northern Brazil, a vast coal-steel 
complex, and other lucrative concessions. In return, the U.S. military gained 
access to northern Brazil for the duration of the war. These agreements en-
tailed the installation of U.S. Army Air Force forecasters—most with train-
ing in polar front theory—along the airway connecting Honda to North 
Africa via Brazil. This included placing a U.S. supervisor in charge of Rio de 
Janeiro's aviation forecast center, the Deutsche Seewartes's former strong-
hold. Syndicato Condor became Brazilian property and its remaining Ger-
man employees were fired when Brazil declared war on Germany in August 
1 9 4 2 . Its new management was promptly rewarded with four coveted 
DG-3s, the first of an eventual 2 7 8 DC-3/C-47s purchased by major Brazil-
ian airlines. Vargas hailed these agreements as symbols of Brazil's economic 
emancipation. 7 1 
In one notorious case, the United States used naked force to move this 
policy forward. On 16 January 1942 , under the cover of night and a secret 
diplomatic agreement, U.S. military detachments invaded three of the Gala-
pagos Islands and the tip of the oil-rich Santa Elena peninsula in Ecuador in 
order to construct bases for the defense of the western approach to the 
Panama Canal. With much of Ecuador under Peruvian occupation, its gov-
ernment was in no position to protest. In return for a mere $ 3 5 , 0 0 0 , it 
signed an agreement after the fact granting a long list of demeaning conces-
sions. 7 2 The U.S. Sixth Weather Squadron used this opportunity to install 
the first three meteorological observatories with radiosonde capability to he 
established on the Pacific coast of South America. Its officers acquired acro-
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logical data of unprecedented detail for the "tropical front" thought to sep-
arate air masses of the northern and southern hemisphere in the course of 
thousands of survey flights between Guatemala, the Galapagos, and the 
South American mainland (Figure 4 ) . 7 * But the U.S, military ignored re-
peated entreaties to share these observations with allied Ecuadorian and 
Mexican meteorologists. Nor did they u p u t themselves into contact with the 
Meteorological Service of Ecuador so as to find a way to maintain the func-
tioning of this important c e n t e r . . . in the equatorial zone of the Pacific 
Ocean 1 1 at the end the war—to the eternal regret of scientists interested in the 
El Nino phenomenon. 7 4 This U.S. military foray in Ecuador did nothing to 
unite Latin American enemies in a common cause. 
In stark contrast , civilian atmospheric scientists in the United States em-
braced Nelson Rockefeller's emphasis on peaceful, international cultural and 
scientific exchange with Latin America . 7 5 Jacob Bjerknes headed straight to 
Gorczynski's old stomping ground, Mexico City, between his first two se-
mesters at UCLA in order to teach air mass analysis to the Mexican Meteo-
rological Service. T h e U.S. Weather Bureau then sent its chief scientist 
R. Hanson Weightman—Rossby 's first American disciple—on a tour of 
South America " t o attain . . , greater collaboration in the exchange of mete-
orological informat ion" and to extend invitations to a hemispheric meteor-
ological meeting to be held in Washington. The Weather Bureau also put 
together a six-month training program for ten circum-Caribbean students 
focused on hurricane prediction and radiosonde technique. 7 6 
In the fall of 1 9 4 1 , Rossby hatched a plan to expand these activities. He 
suggested an extended tour of the "principal meteorological centers5 1 of Latin 
America by two "recognized meteorologists" with "tact and sympathy for 
the Latin American temperament." Rossby also proposed an exchange pro-
gram that would have sent ten young U.S. meteorologists to Latin America 
to equip five new radiosonde observatories, and ten young South American 
nationals to the United States for advanced meteorological training. He ex-
plicitly hoped to extend "modern methods" of air mass analysis to temper-
ate regions o f the Southern Cone and to find out if Bergen school techniques 
could provide insights into the vertical stability and moisture content of 
"true equatorial a i r . " The fact that Rossby volunteered himself and Bjerk-
nes to serve as missionaries shows the high priority he placed on this plan's 
success—it meant the conquest of a vast new region for the Bergen school. 
Others immediately began promoting Rossby's plan as a means to eliminate 
Germans from South America's weather services and prevent "Nazi sabo-
tage" of hemispheric forecasts . 7 7 
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The United States* full mobilization after Pearl Harbor prevented 
Rossby and Bjerknes from taking this tour. Instead, they got something far 
better: an elaborate Latin American training program that lasted for the du-
ration of the war. The U.S. Weather Bureau kicked off this program with the 
Inter-American Institute of Meteorology held in Mcdellin, Colombia, in 
1943. A total of 2 0 0 students representing every Latin American republic 
attended this six-month course. Nelson Rockefeller's Interdepartmental 
Committee for Cultural and Scientific Cooperation hastily translated a U.S. 
textbook intended for commercial pilots for the Institute. It focused explic-
itly on "polar front theory" and "air mass analysis" as originated by "Nor-
wegian scientists," but unlike many textbooks of that time, its examples 
derived almost entirely from the United States. T h e Institute depended on 
Latin American assistant instructors to provide regional applications. 7 8 Stu-
dents also received practical training in map analysis, tracking pilot balloons, 
and the English language. Forty-six graduates with the best language and 
mathematical skills were then sent to the United States for rune to twelve 
months of advanced training."* California's long-standing efforts to promote 
itself as Latin America's new Mediterranean metropole paid off handsomely 
in this case . 8 0 In view of the "long background of connections . . . this part 
of the country has with Latin-American affairs," 2 8 members of this initial 
advanced class were sent to UCLA, 4 2 more by the end of the war . 8 1 
Latin Americans enthusiastically embraced the opportunities presented 
by this training program. Eight hundred applicants competed for the origi-
nal 2 0 0 positions at the Institute. Many were quickly rewarded for their ef-
forts. Approximately half of the Institute's graduates promptly obtained 
professional positions in meteorology. Gustavo Wray, for example, became 
Panagra's chief observer at the Guayaquil airport, and he was eventually 
charged with supervising Ecuador's entire coastal network of government 
observatories. Rafael Davila Cuevas, the enterprising son of highland immi-
grants to Lima, represented a new class "o f strong, dark complexion" that 
had only recently been allowed to attend I.atin America's universities. When 
the war forced him to abandon geophysical studies at the University of 
Kyoto, he headed straight for UCLA to work with Bjerknes. As a professor 
of geophysics at the Universidad Nacional Mayor de San Marcos, Davila 
went on to train a new generation of Peruvian scientists in atmospheric sci-
ence—on a couple occasions, with Bjerknes's direct assistance.**** In addition 
to serving individual ambitions, these educational exchange programs en-
abled Latin Americans, like Canadians, to fulfill growing regional demand 
for meteorological expertise, and they helped several nations' efforts to form 
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a technical elite. In the process, they established direct ties of allegiance be-
tween the Latin American and U.S. meteorological professions. Programs 
like these worked so well toward these ends that they soon formed the back-
bone of Cold W a r development strategies in the Third W o r l d . 8 3 
These high-profile international programs provided direct stimulus for 
the reorientation o f atmospheric science in much of Latin America. Brazil, 
Mexico , and Ecuador dutifully initiated detailed investigations of regional 
air masses and established training programs of their own to produce experts 
in frontal analys is . 8 4 T o better serve regional aviation, Ecuador and Bolivia 
abruptly shifted their meteorological services away from climatology and to-
ward synoptic meteorology during the war. The Ecuadorian government 
also initiated the expensive task of retrofitting its observatories with U.S. 
equipment—though not fast enough to make up for the systematic break-
down of German and French precision instruments lacking recording drums 
and routine factory maintenance during the w a r . 8 S Luis Mena, an instructor 
at Medellin, returned home intent on initiating pilot balloon soundings at 
the Quito Astronomical Observatory. Obtaining local government support 
was the least of his problems. U.S. military staff controlled the wartime sup-
ply of meteorological instruments, and they placed Ecuador near the bottom 
of the waiting list. (After all, the U.S. Army Air Force operated its own ob-
servatories in Ecuador.) Only direct intervention by the head of the U.S. 
Weather Bureau to provide a package of scarce balloon valves enabled the 
Quito Observatory to initiate upper-air observations in March 1946 after a 
two-year w a i t . 8 6 This sort of treatment became a major sore spot in hemi-
spheric relations. After making big promises to Latin America in order to ce-
ment the wartime alliance, the United States repeatedly required its southern 
allies to wait in line for basic economic and technical aid after the war : first 
until after the rebuilding of Europe and Japan under the Marshall Plan, then 
until after the Korean conflict, then until after international organizations 
took the lead. (An all-out revolt in a U.S. client state, the 1959 Cuban Rev-
olution, eventually forced a change in U.S. development policy and scientific 
engagement in the reg ion . ) 8 7 
Meanwhile , the reorientation of scientific resources toward synoptic me-
teorology and other wartime disruptions discouraged some promising lines of 
climatological research in the Southern Hemisphere. Before the war, the main 
observatory in Santiago de Chile had nurtured scientific ties that spanned the 
entire Pacific. It took part in a project with New Zealand and Argentina to 
determine the average trajectories of depressions and anticyclones in the 
South Pacific. Like their colleagues in India, Chilean meteorologists showed 
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a particular interest in the correlation between abnormal precipitation and 
the Southern Oscillation; to this end. they carefully collected daily reports 
transmitted by shortwave from Manila . Hanoi, and Batavia.** Ecuadorian 
scientists were similarly engaged in projects to relate solar radiation, abnor-
mal precipitation patterns, and variations in the strength of the " E l Nino 
countercurrent* off the coast of Ecuador. They had even established a trans-
oceanic data exchange that used high rainfall anomalies in coastal Ecuador 
and Peru to produce drought forecasts for the Hutch East Indies. World War 
II not only cut off Quito from Batavia. anti-espionage regulations also pre-
vented Ecuadorian government meteorologists from freely exchanging data 
with private companies operating locally—a vital source of data from the El 
Nino-prone coast . 8 9 As Harald Sverdrup\ promise to Wladyslaw Gorczyn-
ski illustrates, Bergen school scientists viewed research focused on statistical 
weather cycles and solar forcing with open disdain. Their overwhelming tri-
umph during World War II converted these approaches into a signifier of sci-
entific backwardness. These interests did not revive until after the 
International Geophysical Year of I 9 5 7 - . I 9 S 8 / * " 
T H E B I R T H O F M O D E R N T R O P I C A L 
M E T E O R O L O G Y 
In the midst of all this, some disciples of the Bergen school became convinced 
that polar front theory had almost nothing to contribute to tropical fore-
casting. In 1943, through Rossby's initiative, the University of Chicago or-
ganized an Institute of Tropical Meteorology at the University of Puerto 
Rico. Seven of the original 4 6 l a t i n American students who came to the 
United States for advanced training were invited to this Institute. Rossby re-
alized that his growing meteorological empire would never last—and war-
time forecasts in the tropics would fail—unless they were founded on 
rigorous empirical research based in the Torrid Zone. He selected Puerto 
Rico, not only because it was close by and governed directly by the United 
States, but also because U.S. and Puerto Rican scientists had compiled the 
oldest, most detailed set of pilot balloon observations for this hurricane-
prone region. He looked far afield for an experienced tropical meteorologist 
to direct the Institute: Clarence Palmer, a New Zealander who had become 
a disciple of the Bergen school during Jorgen Holmboe's extended stay at the 
New Zealand Meteorological Office in the mid 1930s. Palmer had gained 
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renown as a tropical forecaster during his tour of duty at Guadalcanal with 
the Royal New Zealand Air Force. Rossby also arranged for Herbert Riehl, 
a promising young German immigrant prohibited from more sensitive tasks, 
to attend as a s tudent . 9 1 
Palmer and Riehl dedicated themselves to the systematic study of upper-
air data from the Caribbean, including high-quality radiosondes that had 
recently become available from U.S. colonial observatories at San Juan, 
Guantanamo Bay, and Swan Island. They relied on a number of techniques 
developed by Scandinavian meteorologists, including Vilhelm Bjerknes's 
method for analyzing streamlines and Rossby's kinematic approach to at-
mospheric waves. But empirical evidence forced them to reject the principle 
that frontal dynamics at the boundary between air masses contributed sig-
nificantly to tropical weather. Riehl, instead, concentrated on the develop-
ment of perturbations within tropical air masses, particularly "waves in the 
easterlies." These westward-moving troughs of low pressure not only pro-
vided a valuable tool for predicting convective rainfall and upper-level winds 
in the Caribbean, they also marked where a hurricane was likely to form 
(Figure 4 ) . 9 2 
In a review o f "progress " made by the profession during the 1 9 4 0 s , 
Palmer could not have been more pessimistic about the future of the air-mass 
approach to tropical meteorology. "This theory failed to pass the test to 
which all theoretical work in meteorology must finally c o m e ; . . . it was 
found almost useless as a guide to short-period forecasting in low latitudes." 
In fact, " a large part of the more successful short-range tropical forecasting 
in World W a r I I , " he concluded, had relied on older, statistical approaches 
to c l imate—exact ly the kind of meteorology the triumph of the Bergen 
school had done so much to discourage. Pilot balloons, as it turned out, 
proved ill-suited to producing reliable data on upper-level winds in the 
humid tropics except during fair weather—they usually got lost in the con-
vective cloud cover associated with tropical precipitation. Only expensive, 
high-precision barometers and barographs, radiosondes, airplane surveys, 
and radar produced meaningful measures of day-to-day changes governing 
the tropical atmosphere. These realizations led to " the disillusionment of a 
whole generation of tropical meteorologists . " 9 3 This was particularly true in 
countries like Ecuador and Peru where the resulting " lack of knowledge of 
the meteorological processes involved in the formation of daily weather" 
and lack o f resources to replace low-precision instruments deprived south-
ern forecasters o f the basic theoretical and empirical tools they needed to do 
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F I G U R E 4 Two competing models of tropical meteorology at the end of 
World War II. 
Left. The Equatorial Front. Following the lead of Vilhelm Bjerknes, tropical fore-
casters used the wind field in the tropics to map the boundary between tropical air 
masses, even though marked temperature differentials rarely accompanied these 
"fronts." This map of winds over the eastern tropical Pacific shows the "inter-
tropical convergence zone" several degrees south of its usual position in March, 
a hallmark of the El Nino phenomenon, as well as the presence of "anti-trades* 
above 6,100 feet over the Galapagos. 
Right: The Easterly Wave. In these idealized diagrams, upper level winds (above, 
at 10,000 feet) and surface-level pressure (below) indicate a downward sloping 
atmospheric wave transecting the Antilles from north to south. By locating "waves 
in the easterlies,** a synoptic meteorologist could predict zones of connective storms 
(marked by dotted line) and "shear zones** (abrupt changes in wind direction). 
Most importantly, a forecaster could expect these waves to propagate east to west 
and sometimes give birth to tropical depressions. 
Sources: I.co Alpcrt, "Weather over ibe Tropical Eastern Pacific Ocean, 7 and H March, 1943," 
Bulletin of the American Meteorological Sex irty 2*"1 i 1 V4f>>; *8V ; Herbert Rtehl. Warn in 
the Easterlies and the Polar Front m the Trapu$% University of C hit w, Department of 
Meteorology, Miscellaneous Reports No. 1"" K Imago: University o f (hit age i Pres%. 1^451), 7, 9 . 
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reliable w o r k . 9 4 (This discouraging situation mirrored the postwar circum-
stances that faced Latin American economists trained in the North. They 
responded by generating their own theoretical approach to economic reality: 
dependency t h e o r y . ) 9 5 South of the R i o Grande, only the meteorology pro-
fession in Argentina—the only Latin American state that stayed out of the 
wartime al l iance—seems to have benefited unambiguously from the war. 
T h e knowledge young Argentine meteorologists gained at Medellin and 
UCLA worked quite well in the temperate zone of South America. After the 
war, a number of gifted German scientists immigrated to Argentina. Like 
Scandinavian scientists, they, too , welcomed the opportunity to pursue 
upper-air research while living in settler colonies of their compatr iots . 9 6 
Tropical meteorology in the United States had a very different fate. As 
a result o f Palmer and RiehPs research, Rossby abruptly revised his under-
standing of the role of the tropics in the general circulation after the war, and 
he used his enormous influence to encourage the development of a new 
Tropical Meteorology. After four years in Puerto Rico , Herbert Riehl re-
turned to the University of Chicago where he completed a Ph .D. under 
Rossby's supervision. With Rossby's support, Riehl stayed on in Chicago 
and established a major research school dedicated to the study of tropical cy-
clones. Clarence Palmer joined the new Institute of Geophysics at UCLA 
built around J a c o b Bjerknes after the war. In this way, Chicago, Los Ange-
les, and later M i a m i emerged as major centers of action for tropical research 
and utterly eclipsed centers like Havana, Mani la , and Batavia that had flour-
ished under colonial r u l e . 9 7 
W h a t , then, does this case study tell us about the historical relationship 
between science, technology, and neocolonialism? T h e protagonists of this 
hemispheric struggle over airways were conscious that these forces were 
closely intertwined and mutually reinforcing. But different actors used a wide 
variety o f strategies in an attempt to manipulate these relationships to their 
benefit. Some of the strategies formed patterns that might be considered "na-
tional styles in science.* 1 9 8 The contrast between German and U.S. "styles" 
was particularly marked: Germans often used science to lead the way for 
other neocolonial endeavors, while American science tended to follow on the 
heels of other forms of dominance, often imposed from the top-down. Scan-
dinavians used the struggle over airways to assert their supremacy more nar-
rowly, in a scientific realm; their endeavors, meanwhile, helped the Bergen 
school to maintain a lasting sense o f cohesion, even when the polar front 
paradigm revealed its many limitations. Canadian scientists, in turn, used 
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Scandinavian supremacy to establish professional autonomy from the U.S. 
and U.K. This diversity of strategies was just as marked within Latin Amer-
ica. Argentines, Brazilians, and Colombians repeatedly worked conflicting 
neocolonial aspirations in South America to their own advantage. Some 
strategies did not work: Ecuadorians, despite their best efforts , found them-
selves in a position inferior t o Puerto Rico and the Canal Z o n e , at least 
where scientific and technological development were concerned, though they 
did convince the U.S. to abandon its military bases after the war . 
The diffusion of atmospheric science and aviation technology between 
1919 and 1 9 4 5 , in the final analysis, played an important role in dividing the 
Americas into First and Third Worlds and exacerbated regional disparities 
of wealth, productivity, expertise, and innovative capacity. M o s t of these 
outcomes were unintended, and some were almost incomprehensible to 
those involved. How else can w e explain the widespread, North-South con-
sensus that emerged after the war promoting further education, scientific re-
search, and technological innovation as answers t o these "developmental 
problems"? Perhaps neocolonialism deserves its reputation as " the worst 
form of imperialism," not because of the economic constraints it created, but 
because of the p a r t i c u l a r cast o f m i n d " it encouraged, in which scientific 
knowledge, technological development, and economic growth came to be 
seen as automatically beneficial by so many postcolontal rulers, despite their 
long-term consequences for local environments and livelihoods.** 
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